I-91 Charter Oak Bridge Project
Construction Newsletter Spring 2022
Two projects designed to reduce congestion and improve safety in Hartford, East Hartford & Wethersfield.

Construction Highlights—Spring 2022
Springtime brought with it the reopening of the asphalt plants; preparation continued on the project in anticipation of
upcoming placement of up to 120,000 tons of asphalt. Work before final paving included joint repair work, milling,
shim paving, curbing, and paving. Continuing operations included: overhead sign removal and installation;
improvements to I-91; widening of both Route 5/15 NB and I-91 NB; bridge work; highway drainage, median work,
and environmental work. All of this contributed to the opening of the I-91 NB Exit 29 with its own dedicated lane.

Above: The contractor and
construction inspectors work on the
construction of joints on the
Charter Oak Bridge. Bridge joints
allow for expansion and contraction
caused by thermal cycles, and
allow for the natural creep and
shrinkage of concrete.
Removal of falsework from underneath the Charter Oak Bridge where work above is complete.
Falsework provides protection from construction debris falling onto the roadways beneath the bridge.
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Roadway Widening Work on I-91 Northbound Between Exits 28 and 29
Full weekend roadway closures have been rare
on the project. However, during the weekend of
April 23, the left-lane of I-91 NB was continuously
closed to traffic from just past the I-91 NB Exit 28
to before Exit 29.
The left-lane closure began on Friday night, April 22,
at 9:00 PM, and ended by Monday morning, April 25,
at 6:00 AM.
The purpose of the closure was for widening work on
I-91 NB including milling and paving. With the
cooperation of the weather, work was successfully
completed within the timeframe as scheduled,
resulting in the opening of the I-91 NB Exit 29
dedicated lane the following week.

Removal of
bituminous and
concrete pavement

Paving
Paving
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I-91 Northbound Continuous Lane Opens
The I-91 NB Exit 29 opened into its own dedicated lane; the Exit was put into its final alignment
beginning on May 2, 2022.
For the first time, I-91 NB Exit 29 has its own dedicated lane, almost two miles long, beginning
approximately 3/4 miles north of the Route 3 overpass. The result of this is that I-91 NB now has three
unobstructed lanes through the interchange area. Although this project still has a considerable amount of
paving and other work remaining, I-91 NB is now in a position to handle the large volumes of traffic for
which it was designed.
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Improvements on the Charter Oak Bridge—Hartford

Joint work

Median work

Falsework removal

Work continued on the widening of the Charter Oak Bridge this spring,
with bridge joint work, median work, falsework removal and installation of
protective metal bridge fence. Protective fencing, similar to what was previously
on the bridge’s parapet, will be installed on this new framework. Once the joint
work is complete, the bridge will be milled, paved, line striped, and open to
traffic this summer.

Protective metal bridge fence installation

NB
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Roadway Reconstruction Under New I-91 NB Exit 29—Hartford

Reconstruction
under Exit 29

Straddle bent supports the new
Exit 29 and carries it over
Route 5/15 SB

Charter Oak Bridge Resident Peregrine Falcon Family Update
The I-91 Charter Oak Bridge Project
provides a nesting box for the resident
Peregrine falcons who chose this place to
return to each year. On Friday, June 10, our
inspector and resident engineer witnessed a
juvenile Peregrine falcon fall from the bridge
into the Connecticut River. They saw the bird
swimming to shore and called the Connecticut
Department of Energy & Environmental
Protection (DEEP) team for assistance in
rescuing the chick. The team successfully
delivered the chick (on right) to a rehab center
where it was cared for; on June 13 the bird
was released back to it's home on the bridge.

Chick & mother
on scaffolding

Falcon nesting
box on the
Charter Oak
Bridge
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I-91 NB Former Exit 29 Vicinity

I-91 NB widening by
former Exit 29 vicinity

NB

Former I-91 NB
Exit 29 location
I-91 NB former Exit 29
location; the former exit is gone.

NB

Exit 89

New I-91
NB Exit 29

Route 5/15 NB
widening

NB

Charter Oak Bridge

Paving a portion of I-91 NB
widening at former Exit 29
vicinity.

NB

Former Exit 29 area will have
plantings this summer.
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Project-Wide Night Work Operations Includes:
Overhead Sign Support Installation

Full-Depth Roadway
Reconstruction (Airport Road)

Milling

Paving

Bituminous Curb Installation
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Progress in East Hartford

Bridge deck
reconstruction

Median barrier work
on Route 5/15

Plantings along the
commuter lot by the
Main Street bridge

Fill near new noise wall along
Route 5/15 SB on-ramp from
Silver Lane

Fill along the slope in the Main
Street Bridge vicinity along
Route 5/15 NB

Website: I-91CharterOakBridge.com Email: info@I-91CharterOakBridge.com
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